INTRODUCTION
In recent years considerable interest has been made to investigate the thermodynamical properties of liquid metals using pseudopotentials. The theoretical basis for an understanding of the thermodynamics of simple metals has been forged to a point where it can be used to calculate the thermodynamical properties with some success [4.1-4.5]. This advance has been made possible due to the combination of the pseudopotential theory with thermodynamic perturbation theories. The pseudopotential theory enables one to formulate the energy in terms of the pseudopotential and the structure factor [4.6]. On the other side it is possible to write down closedform expressions for the thermodynamic quantities including the structure factor. A link between both the theories is provided by a variational technique based on the Gibbs-Bogoliubov (GB) inequality [4.7-4.9].
The general idea underlying the GB inequality is that the true Helmholtz free energy of a liquid metal is bounded from above by the free energy of a suitably chosen reference system plus the difference in average potential energy between the actual and the reference system, calculated using the distribution functions of the reference systems. Within this framework, it is thus clear that the GB inequality could be used to the best advantage by a judicious choice of a suitable reference system. Several reference systems have been studied in the literature, all in a bid to determine the best of them all. Ideally one expects the reference system under consideration to be such that the expressions required for the thermodynamic and structure could be expressed possibly in an analytical form. Theoretically the basis for choosing the best reference system is that one expects it to give the lowest free energy. Singh and Jaju [4.17] investigated the specific heat of liquid Rb in the under cooled region (T < Tm) using a first principle theoretical scheme which is based on pseudopotential perturbation theory, the hard sphere system and the variational method based on GB inequality. He used OCP and hard sphere (HS) reference systems. He concluded that the free energy from the OCP is always lower than that from the HS. Also he found that the free energy and excess entropy from the OCP are closer to experiment than those from the HS. 
THEORY
For the investigation of thermodynamical properties of liquid metals, the Helmholtz free energy, F lies at the heart of the pseudopotential perturbation scheme. The standard thermodynamic relation for the Helmholtz free energy is [4.11, 4.12, 4.33-4.36]
Where, E is the internal energy and S is the entropy of the system at a temperature T.
Under the usual perturbation theory the internal energy E can be expressed as [4.11, 4.12, 4.33-4.36],
Here the first term Eion is composed of kinetic energy | -kB T j of ions plus the contribution due to ion-ion interactions, usually known as Madelung contribution.
Thus, we write [4.11,4.12, 4.33-4.36],
Where, Z is the valency and S(q) is the structure factor. For the structure dependent contribution, the structure factor, S(q) for liquid metals is calculated from three different methods, i.e., PYHS, OCP and CHS.
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The term Eelec in equation (4.2) is the energy of the homogeneous electron gas which is the sum of kinetic energy of electrons, exchange energy, correlation energy, and the low temperature specific heat contribution for the electron gas. Hence the expression for Eelec becomes 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The main purpose of this chapter is to study the relative effect of the reference systems (PYHS, OCP and CHS), local field correction functions (H, T and SS) and the applicability of our model potential on predicting the thermodynamical properties of liquid metals.
Using set of equations (4.1)-(4.11) we have investigated the thermodynamical properties of some simple liquid metals viz: Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs, Mg, Zn, Cd, Al, In, T1 and Pb near their melting point. The various contributions to the internal energy are tabulated in Table ( 4.1) and Table   ( 4.2). In expressions (4.3) and (4.5), the integration has been carried out up to 2kF to avoid any artificial cutoff in the calculation and to achieve proper convergence. Among the three contributions, only Sn is structure dependent while other two i.e Sgas and Seiec depend only upon the density and are thus independent of the model potential. The major contribution to the total entropy comes from the term Sgas. The contribution of Sgas increases the absolute value of the total entropy whereas Sn tends to decrease the total entropy of the system. The present results are also compared with others Finally, using the total internal energy and total entropy we have generated the Helmholtz free energy (F) which is shown in Table ( It is found that in the case of alkali metals, the excellent agreement has been achieved between present results and experimental data of Helmholtz free energy (f) due to OCP reference system with H and T local field correction functions especially for Na, K and Li, Rb and Cs respectively. While for the rest of the metals quite good agreement is noticed due to CHS with H local field correction function. It is also noted that here also once again the CHS reference system minimizes the Helmholtz free energy (f) in all the cases.
It is seen that the exchange and correlation does not have any appreciable effect on the numerical values of internal energy (e) and
Helmholtz free energy (f).
We have already calculated the long wavelength limit for three different reference systems using only one local field correction function.
By employing values of S(0) of liquid metals obtained in Chapter 3 we have computed the isothermal compressibility (zT) and bulk modulus (Bt) which are tabulated in Table ( 4.6) and Table ( From the Table ( 4.6) and Table ( Ideally one expects the reference system under consideration to be such that the expressions required for the thermodynamic and structure could be expressed possibly in an analytical form. Theoretically the basis for choosing the best reference system is that one expects it to give the lowest free energy.
In present study, the CHS yields lower free energies than those obtained using PYHS and OCP. Thus the result seems to indicate that the CHS is better than PYHS and OCP.
At the end we conclude while stating that the proper choice of the reference system also plays vital role for predicting thermodynamical properties of liquid metals. The PYHS does not include any contribution from the adopted potential in the calculation. But to achieve consistency in the computation, it is necessary that computation of structure factor S(q)
involves contribution of the model potential, in use.
